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Abstract

Experiments are presented on the magnetic properties of two types of extended superconducting nanostructures where disorder can be
introduced in a controlled way. Magnetotransport measurements on Nb films overlaying arrays of 250-nm diameter Ni dots show that the

2superstructure observed at higher multiples of the matching field H 5 F /a , where a5560 nm is the dot lattice constant, are0 0

systematically suppressed as disorder is introduced into the dot arrays. In arrays of superconducting rings in external fields corresponding
to half-integral numbers of flux quanta per ring, flux quanta trapped in individual rings repel each other due to the magnetic coupling
between rings, and the system is analogous to an Ising antiferromagnet. Disorder enters through small, random variations in ring sizes,
and plays the role of a random field in the Ising model. SQUID magnetometry and scanning Hall microscopy (SHM) were used to probe

6´the dynamics and specific magnetic configuration of square, honeycomb, kagome, and triangular lattice arrays containing up to 10
micron-size Al rings. The dynamics are dominated by a temperature-dependent energy barrier E and hysteresis in the flux state of theB

ring populations. This population hysteresis is directly observed in ≠M /≠T measurements. SHM measurements at F /2 per ring show0

antiferromagnetic correlations that can be suppressed by going to higher flux fractions due to increases in the effective random field.
 2000 Elsevier Science S.A. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction which to study the effects of disorder [9]. In this paper, we
present experiments on two examples of structures in

Superconducting nanostructures can now be produced which the effects of the interplay between lattice geometry
that cover large areas with regular structures with sub- and tunable, quenched disorder on an interacting many-
micron feature sizes. In an applied magnetic field, the body system can be studied in a controlled way.
interactions of magnetic flux vortices with these structures The systems we will discuss are superconductor /mag-
produces a variety of intriguing and unusual effects which netic dot arrays, and arrays of superconducting rings. In
can be tailored by varying the geometry of the device. the former, the vortex lattice in a type-II superconductor is
There is now an extensive literature detailing with studies pinned by the presence of an underlayer of sub-micron
of Josephson junction arrays and superconducting wire magnetic dots, leading to enhanced transport properties
networks. More recently, there have been a series of when the flux lattice is commensurate with the dot lattice
experiments on arrays of small holes, or ‘anti-dots,’ in [4–6]. In ordered arrays, the flux lattice distorts to match
superconducting films [1–3], sub-micron magnetic dots the dot array, but, as we shall show, small amounts of
underlying superconducting films [4–6], and arrays of disorder in the dot lattice rapidly eliminate the commensu-
magnetically interacting superconducting rings [7,8]. Most ration effects. In arrays of superconducting rings, at
experiments to date have focused on the novel properties external magnetic fields corresponding to half-integral
that the high degree of order attainable through the numbers of flux quanta per ring, flux quanta trapped in
lithographic fabrication process brings to the behavior of individual rings repel each other due to the magnetic
these systems. However, this same control over the system coupling between rings, and the system is analogous to an
also makes this class of structures a good environment in Ising antiferromagnet. Differing degrees of correlation in

the positions of the flux quanta can be seen for different
*Corresponding author. array geometries, and effects of geometrical frustration can
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be observed. Disorder enters through small, random varia-
tions in the rings’ sizes, and plays the role of a random
field in the Ising model. The strength of this random field
can be tuned by working at different flux fractions, and can
change dramatically the degree of correlation observed.

2. Superconductor /magnetic dot arrays

Along with the anti-dot arrays, ordered superconductor /
magnetic dot (SC/MD) arrays fall into a class of systems
whose behavior is determined by collective motion of the
superconducting vortex lattice in the presence of periodic
pinning [10,11]. The main effect of introducing periodic
pinning into a superconducting film is a stabilization of the
vortex lattice at integral multiples of the so-called ‘match-

2ing field’ H 5 F /a , where F is the superconducting0 0 0 Fig. 1. Magnetoresistance of Nb-films overlaying (a) ordered and (b)2fluxoid quantum, and a is the area per pinning site. To 20% disordered arrays of magnetic Ni dots. In both (a) and (b) from
date, only transport studies of the SC/MD systems have bottom to top, the traces are at T58.37, 8.38, 8.39, 8.395, 8.40, 8.41,

8.42, 8.43, and 8.46 K. The first matching field is at H565 G.been reported, where reductions in the flux-flow resistance
[4,5] and enhancements of the critical current [6] at
multiples of H are found. with increasing randomness, but the broadened n510

By perturbing the system away from this ordered limit, feature remains for da as large as 0.4a, by which point all
we may study the stability of the novel effects produced by vestiges of short-range order in the dot arrays is gone.
that order. More generally, the problem of collective Further details of these results will be given in a future
motion in a disordered or partially ordered medium may publication [12].
ultimately be addressed. Here we will discuss results on Thus these results demonstrate that in these arrays, we
the effects of introducing controlled randomness in the have a clean model system for the exploration of the
positions of an array of Ni dots underlying a Nb thin film. effects of the systematic introduction of randomness on

Our Ni dot arrays were made by electron beam lithog- collective motion and dynamic critical phenomena. Lorenz
raphy, thermal evaporation, and lift-off. The positions of microscopy imaging experiments on ordered antidot arrays
the dot are randomized by perturbing their positions about [1] have shown that for n.1 in the static limit ordered
an ideal square lattice with lattice constant a5560 nm. A configurations with some vortices on the antidots, and
flat random distribution was used to vary the positions up some at high symmetry interstitials are stable. The trans-
to a cutoff da, which was varied between zero and 0.4a. port measurements on ordered arrays suggests that even in
The dots had diameter 250 nm, and were written over a moving lattice some vestige of this stable state remains.

235335 mm fields. A Nb film was then sputtered on top, It should be possible in the future to correlate our transport
and patterned for four-lead transport measurements. results on disordered systems with imaging experiments to

Fig. 1(a) shows the magnetoresistance at several fixed determine in detail the mechanism by which the ordered
temperatures T near the bottom of the zero-field resistive states and collective pinning are destroyed.
transition for a Nb film overlaying an array of ordered
dots. We see sharp dips in the resistance of the array at
integral multiples H 5nH (H 565 G here), as has been 3. Arrays of superconducting ringsn 0 0

reported previously [4,5]. These dips become larger with
decreasing T, and the higher-order dips increase in promi- Unlike the other systems we have mentioned, the
nence. In addition, we observe features at half-integral superconducting ring arrays are unique in that the in-
multiples of H , most prominently at 0.5H . Fig. 1(b) dividual elements of the array are electrically isolated from0 0

shows the magnetoresistance of an array where the dot each other, and only couple magnetically when a persistant
positions have been randomized in the direction parallel to current in one ring produces a magnetic field felt by its
the measuring current with da50.2a. The main dips at neighbors. In an applied flux near F /2, a superconducting0

6H are broadened, and those at higher multiples of H ring has two states containing n50 and n51 fluxoid0 0

are suppressed or eliminated. No evidence for the half- quanta, respectively, that are close in energy. Exactly at
integral features is observed. F /2 these states are energetically degenerate, but with0

These results are representative of measurements made oppositely circulating currents induced to maintain fluxoid
on a number of samples with varying disorder. The higher quantization. The magnetic moment of the ring can thus
integral matching field features are progressively destroyed point either up or down, and the ring may be thought of as
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an Ising spin. Two such neighboring rings are coupled left, containing square rings 1.6 mm across on both dense
‘antiferromagnetically’ in that the field produced by a and sparse (not shown) lattices, and similarly sized hexa-

´spin-down ring (n50) adds to the applied field on its gonal rings on honeycomb, kagome, and triangular lattices.
neighbor, biasing that ring into the spin-up (n51) state. Of these four, the first two are bipartite, and can support

´That rings field opposes the applied field at the site of the Neel order for Ising spins, while the latter two are non-
first ring, stabilizing the first ring in the n50 state. This bipartite, and cannot. We also studied larger, 3-mm square
effect may also be seen as a repulsive interaction between rings, as shown on the right of Fig. 2. While they are less
flux quanta. well-optimized to study interaction effects than are the

By exploiting our ability to tailor these ‘spin systems’ smaller, thicker rings [8], they are convenient for studies of
lithographically, we have been able to address important ring dynamics at applied fluxes larger than F /2.0

questions in magnetism regarding the role of lattice
geometry and geometrical frustration on antiferromagnetic 3.1. Magnetic measurements
(AFM) correlations, using a combination of SQUID mag-
netometry and scanning Hall probe microscopy. Here we In this section we will describe measurements made
will briefly review some of our main previous results [7,8], with a special-purpose SQUID magnetometer [13] that
and will present new results that address two of the crucial explore the magnetic response of entire ring arrays. Inset
aspects of these ring arrays: the spin-freezing that domi- (a) in Fig. 3 shows the average DC magnetic moment per
nates the dynamics of the individual rings, and the role ring m at fixed field H vs. T near T for an array of theC

played by residual disorder. This disorder, arising from 3-mm rings shown in Fig. 2. If H ,1.34 G, m ,0 (an-
variations in the rings’ sizes, produces a distribution of tiparallel to H ), indicating that the rings are in the n50
fields for F /2, and acts like a tunable random field in the ‘spin down’ state. If the H .1.34 G, m .0, and the rings0

Ising model. are in the n51 ‘spin up’ state. If H ¯1.34 G, m ¯ 0
6Arrays containing up to 10 aluminum rings were because half of the rings have n50 and half have n51.

]
fabricated on insulating substrates at the Cornell Hence, H 51.34 G is the average field for F /2 per ring1 / 2 0 ]
Nanofabrication Facility using electron beam lithography, for this array. For the 1.6-mm square rings we find H 51 / 2]
e-beam evaporation, and lift-off. Examples of these arrays 7.53 G, and for the hexagonal rings H 56.98 G. The1 / 2

are shown in Fig. 2. The main arrays are the four on the figure also shows that near T (F /2), m, and thus theC 0

Fig. 2. SEM images of portions of arrays of Al rings. Small squares and hexagons have 0.4-mm linewidth, and are 0.240-mm thick. Large squares have
0.2-mm linewidth, and are 0.12-mm thick.
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prohibits further spin flipping, and thus there is only a
narrow range of temperature between T and T wherec f

cooperative phenomena can influence the behavior of the
ring arrays. Ref. [8] gives a quantitative analysis of these
effects in terms of a disorder-induced distribution in
relaxation rates.

The presence of magnetic interactions between rings in
the arrays can be observed in measurements of the field-
dependence of the susceptibility x(H ) at fixed T near the
peak in x(T ). Fig. 4 shows the response of a dense
honeycomb array above and below the temperature T ofp

the peak in x(T ). Data taken for both increasing and
decreasing H are shown. The shapes of these peaks are
well-described by Gaussians, as shown by the solid curves.
The dominant source of their width is the effective random
field arising from variations in the rings’ sizes which leadsFig. 3. Ac susceptibility, x, of an array of 1.6-mm square rings T in aC

DC flux of F /2. The large paramagnetic spike in x9 appears as the rings to a spread in fields H needed to produce F /2 on0 1 / 2 0
flip in response to the ac field. The freezing temperature T (dashed line)f different rings in the array. This is seen in both dense and
is defined by the peak in x0 (triangles). The data are normalized to x , the0 sparse arrays [8].
value of x at low T. Inset (a): Magnetic moment per ring vs. temperature

In the dense arrays, the interactions broaden the peakfor an array of 3-mm square Al rings. Solid triangles: H50.964 G; open
both above and below T , and shift the peaks to lower orcircles: H51.269 G; open diamonds: H51.343 G; solid circles: H5 P

1.365 G; open triangles: H51.694 G. Inset (b): x9 at higher fractions of higher field upon sweeping H up or down, respectively.
F /2, for the 3-mm square rings, at T51.178 K. Dashed lines indicate0 For example, when starting a field sweep at low fields,
(n 1 1/2)F .0 almost all of the rings will point down. Since a spin-down

ring produces a magnetic field pointing up on its neigh-
current flowing in each ring, is linear in T. Extrapolating bors, the actual field H felt by the rings is initially largera

m(T ) to zero yields the Ginzburg–Landau T (H ), which than H. The largest rings in the distribution will thereforeC]
may be seen to have a minimum at H , which is the reach their flipping field H at a lower applied field than1 / 2 1 / 2

Little–Parks effect [14]. they would have without interactions, and x will begin to
]

Measuring the ac susceptibility x(H,T ) probes rings’ rise sooner. The effect is reversed above F 5 F /2 where0

dynamics directly. The main part of Fig. 3 shows the real more spins are up, and a larger field is needed to produce
and imaginary part of the susceptibility x6 and x60 for a H for the smallest rings than without interactions.1 / 2

dense array of 1.6-mm square rings measured with a 6 mG The splitting below T is caused by a distribution in thep

ac field at frequency f53 Hz in an average applied DC barriers E that are beginning to freeze out the rings. SomeB
¯ ¯ ¯flux F 5 0.5 F . F is defined such that F 5 F /2 when rings that have stopped responding to the ac field still have0 0]

H5H magnetization or SHM measurement. There is a E small enough so that they can be flipped once from1 / 2 B

dramatic paramagnetic spike in x9 just below T as theC

rings switch between the n50 and n51 fluxoid states in
response to the ac field, just as for spins in a magnetic
system. This flipping between states can be seen at higher
fields as well. Inset (b) in Fig. 3 shows susceptibility vs.
field for for the 3-mm square rings at a few mK below T .C

We see a repetition of the paramagnetic spikes at higher
¯half-integral fractions n 5 F /F .0

This peak in x(T ) is a single-ring effect that we observe
in all arrays, irrespective of ring size or separation. A
similar feature has also been observed in experiments on
individual Al rings [15]. The behavior of this peak is
determined by the rings’ dynamics, which are those of a
two-level system with a strongly temperature-dependent

2energy barrier E | [1 2 T /T (F /2)] [8]. As with anyB c 0

spin system, the ac response freezes out when the relaxa-
tion rate G 5 Ve 2 E /k T becomes less than the measur-B B Fig. 4. Field-dependence of the ac susceptibility of interacting rings on a
ing frequency. The accompanying peak in x0 shown in honeycomb lattice for T above (squares) and below (circles) the peak in
Fig. 3 defines the (frequency-dependent) average freezing x(T). Open symbols: increasing field; filled symbols: decreasing field.
temperature T . Below T the continued increase of E Solid lines are fits to Gaussians.f f B
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down to up as the DC field is increased. Hysteresis in the
population of these rings produces hysteresis in interaction
field felt by those rings that are still contributing to x,
causing the peak in the upward (downward) sweeps to

]
occur below (above) F 5 F /2.0

This hysteresis in the ring population can be observed
directly by measuring the temperature-derivative of the
magnetization ≠M /≠T. In ≠M /≠T measurements [16], the
temperature of the sample is modulated, leading to a
modulation of the superconducting order parameter of the
rings. This gives a time-dependent magnetization which
can be detected by the SQUID. The inset of Fig. 5 shows
≠M /≠T vs. T for a dense 1.6-mm square ring array. The

]
lower curve shows ≠M /≠T when F , F /2, so that all the0

rings cooled into the diamagnetic, n50 state. The upper
] Fig. 6. ≠M /≠T vs. H at temperatures below T for an array of 1.6-mmPcurve shows ≠M /≠T for F . F /2, where all the rings0 square rings. Filled symbols: increasing H. Open symbols: decreasing H.

cool in the paramagnetic, n51 state. The middle curve
]

was obtained at F ¯ F /2.0

Now we turn to field scans at temperatures near T . As this hysteresis that produces the shift in the peaks of x(H )C

the applied flux varies, the occupancy of the n50 and described above.
n51 states in the array changes and ≠M /≠T changes from
its n50 state value dM /dT , 0 to its n51 state value↓ 3.2. Magnetic imagingdM /dT . 0. Fig. 5 shows field scans for T .T where↑ P

thermal fluctuations are strong. The main qualitative
To study directly the magnetic correlations in the ringdifference between the two curves is that the lower

arrays implied by the susceptibility measurements, we usedtemperature curve saturates near the two ends of the field
a scanning Hall probe microscope (SHM) [17–19] to mapsweep because at this T the sample is at the low tempera-
specific magnetic configurations in the arrays. Theseture end of the fluctuation region, where ≠M /≠T becomes
images were recorded at T¯0.6 T after field-cooling theCindependent of temperature. Fig. 6 shows that hysteresis
arrays from above T . Hence they are images of the spinCdevelops at lower T. As T decreases, the total number of
configurations frozen in near T .Prings that flip between the two states in the field sweep

Three examples of the magnetic field maps of the ringgets smaller, and rings that do flip between the two states
arrays are shown in Fig. 7. These were taken at differentlag behind the applied field, i.e. the flux needed to make 2applied fields over the same 50360 mm area of athem flip is getting further away from F /2 and the0 honeycomb array, which contains approximately 680 rings.splitting between the up and down curves increases. It is
The full-scale field modulation in these pictures is 0.53 G,

¯and lighter colors correspond to larger field. For F , F /20

the rings in the up state appear as white spots against the
¯dark background of the majority down rings. For F . F /0

2 the situation is reversed, and the minority down rings
appear as dark spots against the white up-ring background.

¯At F 5 F /2 there are equal numbers of up and down0

rings.
The lower panels in Fig. 7 show the spin configurations

as deduced from analysis of the corresponding images.
´Despite the obvious absence of Neel-type checkerboard

ordering in these configurations, the location of the up and
down spins are not random; there are measurable short-
range antiferromagnetic correlations. One measure of this
is the bond order parameter [20]

nAF
]]s 5 1 2 (1)2x x1 2

Fig. 5. ≠M /≠T vs. H for an array of 1.6-mm square rings, at temperatures
where n is the fraction of antiferromagnetic bonds, andAFabove T . Filled symbols: increasing H. Open symbols: decreasing H.P
x and x are the concentrations of up and down spins,Inset: temperature dependence of ≠M /≠T at 0.48F (circles), 0.5F 1 20 0

(crosses), and 0.52F (squares). respectively. s ranges from 11 for a ferromagnet through0
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Fig. 7. Top row: magnetic field above a honeycomb ring array as measured by the scanning Hall probe microscope. ‘Up’ spins appear as white spots, and
‘down’ spins as black ones. Bottom row: spin configurations as deduced from the images. White hexagons are up spins; black hexagons are down spins.

¯´zero for a random configuration to 21 for a Neel-ordered vs. x measured for series of images near F 5 F /2 for1 0

antiferromagnet at x 51/2. the three hexagonal ring arrays. Each point in this figure1

To assess the effects of lattice geometry, Fig. 8 shows s corresponds to a scan such as those in Fig. 7. Although
there is scatter in the data, the antiferromagnetic correla-
tions are visibly stronger in the bipartite honeycomb array

´than for the non-bipartite kagome and triangular arrays.
This is thus direct experimental evidence for geometrical
frustration in this system.

The growth of antiferromagnetic correlations in the
bipartite lattices is limited by the effective random field
produced by the variation in ring sizes in combination with
the spin freezing. At low temperatures, the magnetic
interactions between rings are easily strong enough to
overcome the random field, and induce measurable longer
range correlations. However, as their ability to find their
ground state is cut off by the spin-freezing at T , the arraysf

as they are imaged remain frozen in a metastable state that
reflects the correlations present at T .f

Interestingly enough, it is possible to change theFig. 8. Bond order parameter, s, vs. concentration of up spins x at1

strength of the random field by going to higher half-¯ ´F 5 F /2 for the honeycomb, kagome, and triangular lattice arrays.0

Slanted dashed lines indicate theoretical limits of s. integral flux fractions n where, as shown above, the rings
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that arrays of extended superconducting nanostructures
present. The example of the superconducting ring arrays
shows that the combination of bulk measurements that are
sensitive to dynamics with real-space imaging provided by
scanned probe microscopy techniques can yield enormous-
ly detailed pictures of the behavior of these artificially
structured systems. The SC/MD arrays show promise for
the study of collective dynamic phenomena under the
influence of randomness and periodic disorder. Coupled
with the ability to tailor the properties of the individual
elements of the arrays through lithography, it is thus now
possible to make quantitative studies of a variety of model
systems that can potentially shed light on very general
problems in condensed matter physics.
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